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Artificial intelligence  is a hot topic in newspapers, business magazines and company reports



Artificial Intelligence (AI) and  Innovation

Cognitive systems obtain
the knowledge stored in de-
structured data in various
available forms, such as
natural language and
‘dialogue’, or have
problem-solving features
(Chen et al., 2016).

AI promises to improve existing
goods and services (Huang and Rust
2018), but it is also expected to have
a larger impact on the markets
(Nenonen and Storbacka, 2018) and
of innovation (Ng and Wakenshaw,
2017).

AI technologies provide
challenging prospects for
integrating human-based
interactions with machine-
to-machine interactions
(Huang and Rust 2018)



Theoretical background

Innovation

• Resource Integration & A2A & 
Ecosystems (Lusch and Vargo, 2014; 
Vargo & ;usch, 2018)

• Innovating in practice (Russo Spena 
et al., 2017; Russo Spena and Mele 
2018, Mele and Russo Spena, 2018) 

Practice approach

• Constructive nature of the 
social and material world 
(Orlikowsky, 2007, Gherardi, 
2012)

• Knowing & Learning 
(Gheradi, 2009; Russo Spena 
et al., 2017)

Cognitive technologies

• Agency (Pakkala & Spohrer, 
2019; Mele et al., 2018)

• Value co-creation (Spohrer, 
2018)

• Systems (Ng et al., 2017, 
Barile et al. 2018) 

Healthcare

Service innovation (Berry, 2019)

Co-creation practices (McColl-
Kennedy, et al., 2012, 2017, McColl-
Kennedy and Cheung 2018,)

Wellbeing (Gallan et al., 2017)

Healthcare practice (Mele and Russo 
Spena, 2018) 



The aim is to investigate:

The role of AI in affecting interactions between humans and 

non-humans to improve value co-creation and innovation



Methodology

The research adopts a case theory method useful for analyzing complex 

social phenomena and their dynamics (Gummesson, 2017). 

The research process has developed in two different phases.

 A first step was the investigation of Watson IBM

 A second step we analyzed 21 cases adopting solutions based on 

Watson IBM.

 Data collection through interviews as well as  secondary sources such 

as official company documents, archive documents



AI in the Healthcare: the case of IBM WATSON HEALTH 

IBM Watson Health: a cognitive system 

platform able to control large amounts of 

data about patient, drugs or other actors, 

which are being analysed and transformed in 

information



The role of Cognitive technologies

Access Action



Personalizing Healthcare experience 



New way to connect

 Medtronic  &  The Toronto-based Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) introduce  IBM 
Watson Health into patient experience, to allow the patient to activate a direct dialogue 
with one or more doctors (multiple connection) and to dialogue, at the same time, with a 
community of actors (patients, caregivers etc. ..) with similar pathologies (multidirectional 
connection).

Medtronic developed a personal diabetes assistant, called
Sugar.IQ, powered by Watson Health technology. The Sugar.IQ is
linked to the providers of health care’s smartphone through a
direct connection. The cognitive system re-write the medical
language into easier to understand, patient-friendly wording.

The Toronto-based Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) has developed a 
series of digital apps for areas such as pain management, arthritis and 
bowel disease,and the company has also implemented a sophisticated 
telemedicine program. Each year, SickKids helps children engage with 
medical professionals remotely through its device-agnostic video 
conferencing platform. 



New way to know Information

Johnson & Johnson (J&J), a leader in consumer
healthcare, medical devices and
pharmaceuticals, has created consumer-focused
apps that combine Watson Health with health
data to provide virtual coaches for patients,
able to track and monitor physiological data,
both in real time, through the app, and via USB
on the computer to predict patient outcomes,
suggest treatment plans and give patients
targeted encouragement during the recovery
process. The technology is suitable for many
situations, from laboratory settings to at-home
analysis.

Johnson & Johnson (J&J) uses IBM  Watson Health  to share useful information hidden 

in data and / or documents.

“The virtual coach allows the assessment of my seizures providing 
evidence to clinical decision making and assisting doctors, families and 
caregivers in objectively monitoring the progress of the recovery and 
the efficacy of the therapy.” (says a user of  J&J app)



New way to Learn

Alder Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust introduce IBM 
Watson Health  to allow the doctor learns as much as possible 
"about the patient" through free access to information. 
Information  evolves over time based on the evolution of the 
patient's healthy parameters, which, in turn, actively participates 
in the development of the care process.

Cognitive hospital app enables patients,
their families and doctor to monitor, track,
and share with other actors about
children’s health, thereby overcoming the
physical constraints of time and space.

“Mark loves his cognitive hospital app and so
do I! I love monitoring his vital parameters.

Having allergic crisis is very difficult, but this
app has helped our family feel better about
detecting and alerting doctors when he has
one ".
(a comment of a mom in the blog of Alder

Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust)



New way to inspire Confidence
Thanks IBM Watson Health, actors (patient, doctor, caregivers,
etc.) have a 360-degree view of the healthcare status that is
transparent through the sharing of data and information every
time and everywhere also in the patient's language. The sharing
of data from different sources generates trust in information and,
consequently, in the personal care process.

“We have great care managers but we needed to get the right tools in the hands
of the right people to engage those patient populations in most need of our help.

That’s where IBM Watson Health comes in
(says Lisa LattsChief,  Deputy Health Officer, IBM Watson Health)

.
“Using IBM Watson Health creates a win-win situation for me as a care manager and for my 

patients. It saves me time and gives me capabilities to reach out to more patients. It helps me 
to determine how my patients are doing with managing their chronic disease. Most 
importantly, patients don’t fall through the cracks like they might have in the past with our 
manual processes. Patients throughout our community get the continual follow-up they need.” 
(says Craig B. Thompson, CEO Catalan Institute of Health).



Democratizing health  

 The healthcare moves from hospitals to homes, from passive patients to 
empowered and proactive patients to knowledgeable actors

 Health ecosystem. This includes family, friends, and alternative healthcare  
providers  as  well  as  a  host  of  wellness  services. 

 A human-centred  suite of  devices using AI &CC to empower everyday 
people to monitor and better understand their health anytime, 
anywhere.

Improving wellbeing

 AI & CC are not only technology improvements but are resources within 
actors’ activities and A2A relationships

 AI, CC, smart devices as resources to be integrated … enabling new 
practices  

Discussion



 From the arefacts to a collective doing that connects knowledgeable actors (doctors, 

patients, health intermediaries, caregivers, ecc.). 

 Innovating emerges as constantly co-constructed by connections-in-action involving both 

humans and non-human interwoven in a texture of interconnected practices. 

 Knowing + Networking

AI & Innovating in healthcare practice

Knowing practices 
emerge through the 
interconnections or 
‘entanglements’ of 
different flows of 
knowledge. The shift of 
knowledge from object 
to action – a knowing 
that is co-constructed 
through the interaction 
of actors so that new 
common understanding 
can emerge.

Networking practices 
are ways of 
connecting 
heterogeneous 
actors and resources. 
Actors search for 
relevant partners 
and knowledge 
bases. Networking 
practices enfold 
through the 
interconnections or 
‘entanglements’ of 
different actors and 
actions 



AI and Innovating in Practice

New 
Experience

Personalizing  
healthcare   
experience
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Thanks for the attention


